Key:

1. Planting bed
2. Cypress mulch
3. Rubber softfall
4. Turf area
5. Posttop light
6. Floodlight
7. Pole mounted uplight
8. Pole mounted spotlight
9. Rubbish bin with dog tidy station
10. Water bubbler
11. Water bubbler with dog bowl at base
12. Trench grate
13. Existing tree to be retained
14. Existing tree to be removed
15. Proposed tree
16. Decorative concrete plinth in location of former Hereford House verandah with benches and seats
17. Sandstone wall / sitting steps
18. Concrete steps
19. Precast concrete ramp
20. Decomposed granite area
21. Picnic setting
22. Concrete plinth seat
23. Bench without back
24. Bench with back
25. Picnic setting
26. Aviary
27. Lined garden bed under trees to protect root zone
28. Play area (with 1200mm high pallisade fence)
29. Water tank
30. Scale 1:250 @ A1

Legend:
- asphalt path
- decomposed granite
- precast concrete ramp
- concrete steps
- concrete plinth seat
- sandstone wall / sitting steps
- flush sandstone paving
- bench without back
- bench with back
- concrete edge
- picnic setting
- cypress mulch
- rubber softfall
- turf area
- corten steel facade wall
- possible water tank storage
- steel arbour with vine climbing frames
- concrete plinth seat
- existing tree to be retained
- existing tree to be removed
- proposed tree
- tactile indicators
- posttop light
- floodlight
- pole mounted uplight
- pole mounted spotlight
- trench grate
- rubber bin with dog tidy station
- water bubbler
- water bubbler with dog bowl at base
- architectural feature
- plant species
- building
- road
- key features
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